NIGERIA OPERATION OVERVIEW
JANUARY-AUGUST 2020

8 coordination meetings
40 Information Management Products published
45 Organizations supported
1 Training with 42 participants

**CARGO STORAGE**
16,689 m³
5,647 MT

**OF CARGO RECEIVED FOR STORAGE IN SITES MANAGED BY**
ACTED, INTERSOS, Solidarités International

**ON BEHALF OF 20 ORGANIZATIONS**

ACTED: ACTION AGAINST HUNGER, CARE INTERNATIONAL, CARITAS INTERNATIONAL, CHRISTIAN AID, DANISH REFUGEES COUNCIL, JRH, IDMC, IRIS, JRS, JRS EU, SUMA, TOHO, UNHCR, UNICEF, WFP

INTERSOS: ADRA, AJSS, AMEND, AMREF, APF, APF International, APF-Mali, ASOSI, CARITAS, CARITAS INTERNATIONAL, DUNDU, Fondation Caritas, FRANCESOI, HI, INTERSOS, IRC, JRS, JRS EU, JRS-FR, JRS-UK, JRS-USA, MSF, NGO Alliance, Oxfam, SPRINT, Syriac Christian Aid


**AND**

**AIR CARGO CONSOLIDATION**
114 m³
50 MT

**OF AIR CARGO consoldated for airlift by UNHAS to 12 locations**

**ON BEHALF OF 20 ORGANIZATIONS**

ACTED: ACTION AGAINST HUNGER, ADRA, ADRA INTERNATIONAL, ADRA-UK, ADRA-US, AID, CARE INTERNATIONAL, CHRISTIAN AID, DANISH REFUGEES COUNCIL, JRH, IRIS, JRS, JRS UK, JRS-USA, MSF, NGO Alliance, Oxfam, SPRINT, Syriac Christian Aid, TOHO

INTERSOS: ADRA, AJSS, AMREF, APF, APF International, ASOSI, CARITAS, CARITAS INTERNATIONAL, CERN, CERN International, DUNDU, Fondation Caritas, FRANCESOI, HI, INTERSOS, IRC, JRS, JRS EU, JRS-UK, JRS-USA, MSF, NGO Alliance, Oxfam, SPRINT, Syriac Christian Aid, TOHO


**COORDINATION AND CONSOLIDATION OF CARGO MOVEMENT NOTIFICATIONS**
5,075

**NOTIFICATIONS FACILITATED**

**CONCERNING THE MOVEMENT OF 15,300 TRUCKS TO 64 LOCATIONS**

**ON BEHALF OF 38 ORGANIZATIONS**

ACTED: ACTION AGAINST HUNGER, ADRA, ADRA INTERNATIONAL, ADRA-UK, ADRA-US, AID, CARE INTERNATIONAL, CHRISTIAN AID, DANISH REFUGEES COUNCIL, JRH, IRIS, JRS, JRS UK, JRS-USA, MSF, NGO Alliance, Oxfam, SPRINT, Syriac Christian Aid, TOHO

INTERSOS: ADRA, AJSS, AMREF, APF, APF International, ASOSI, CARITAS, CARITAS INTERNATIONAL, CERN, CERN International, DUNDU, Fondation Caritas, FRANCESOI, HI, INTERSOS, IRC, JRS, JRS EU, JRS-UK, JRS-USA, MSF, NGO Alliance, Oxfam, SPRINT, Syriac Christian Aid, TOHO


**DONORS**

LOOCUSTOMER.ORG/SECTOR/NOHAF

The Logistics Center is led by

World Food Programme